FEMINIST CONVERSATIONS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2017
From Progressive Neoliberalism to Reactionary Populism? Distribution, Recognition, and the Crisis of Hegemony
Nancy Fraser
Philosophy and Politics, The New School for Social Research

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2017
Organizing, Resisting, Surviving
Kanyon Farrow activist, writer
L.A. Kaufman author, organizer
Rabbi Mogali Rodrigues Asian American Studies, University of California, Davis

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2017
Truth, Power, and the Media
Jessie Daniels Sociology, Hunter College
Sarah Leonard editor, The Nation
Bilge Yavl Media Culture, College of Staten Island

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2017
Discursive Dispossessions: Gender as a Resource for the Construction of Authoritarian Us/Them Dichotomies
Sabine Hark
Center for Interdisciplinary Women’s and Gender Studies, Technical University of Berlin

THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 2018
Angry White Men
Michael Kimmel
Sociology and Gender Studies, Stony Brook University

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 2018
The Perils and Paradoxes of Hindu Nationalism
Amrita Basu
Political Science and Sexuality, Women’s, and Gender Studies, Amherst College

All events at 4:30 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Ruth Dill Johnson Crockett Building
162 Ryders Lane, Douglass Campus
Rutgers-New Brunswick

The Institute for Research on Women (IRW) advances innovative feminist scholarship on women, gender, and sexuality. The Distinguished Lecture Series is part of IRW’s programming connected to its annual theme, which is The Perils of Populism: Feminist Conversations for 2017-18.

A right-wing populism that scuppers vulnerable populations is emerging globally. In a series of conversations, we ask: How can a feminist lens diagnose the current political crisis, and help us move toward a more democratic future?

The 2017-18 IRW Distinguished Lecture Series is supported by the School of Arts and Sciences at Rutgers-New Brunswick.